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Motion planning for non-holonomic mobile robots using the i-PID
controller and potential field
Yingchong Ma, Gang Zheng, Wilfrid Perruquetti and Zhaopeng Qiu
Abstract— This paper proposes a motion planning approach
for non-holonomic mobile robots. Firstly, motion planning using
i-PID controller is presented. Then we improve the old potential
field function to produce smooth repulsive force. Finally a new
repulsive function of robot orientation and angular velocity is
proposed to improve the performance of obstacle avoidance.
The effectiveness and the robustness of the proposed method
are shown thereafter via several simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robot motion planning has been studied for many years,
and there are many different studies using different approaches for motion planning problems [1], such as A∗ [2],
D∗ [3], artificial potential field [4], visibility graph [5] and
methods based on optimal control problem [6].
Artificial potential field is proposed by Khatib [7] and has
been widely studied because of its simplicity and interesting
mathematical analysis [8], [9]. The basic idea of this approach is to fill the robot workspace with attractive potential
field caused by the target and the repulsive potential field
caused by obstacles. There are also some extensions for the
potential field method. Moving obstacles are considered in
[10]. In [11] the velocity of obstacles and target are taken
into consideration, and the unreachable target with obstacle
nearby problem is discussed in [12]. Although the basic
idea of potential field approach seems easy, there exist some
situations that the avoidance of obstacles can not be achieved,
and oscillatory movement is also an important issue.
As for non-holonomic mobile robots, the design of feasible
trajectory joining the starting position and the target is not
straightforward because of the non-holonomic constraint.
Both open-loop and close-loop methods are designed [13].
However open-loop methods are not robust to the disturbance
in the system. Closed-loop methods of non-holonomic mobile robots have been studied, but according to Brockett’s
theorem [14], there exists no smooth feedback control that
stabilizes the given configuration. This means that the class
of the controllers should be extended to take into account
time-varying or non-smooth controllers [15].
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In this paper, we propose to use the robust i-PID controller
for robot motion planning. The desired direction is generated
by a new potential field function to improve the performance
of obstacle avoidance. The new potential function is defined
by taking into account the robot orientation and angular
velocity besides the position and linear velocity, and distance
criteria is added to the original potential function to decrease
oscillations. This method only needs the online measurements of the robot velocity and information of obstacles.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Problem statement
is given in section II. Robot motion planning using i-PID
controller is described in section III. The new potential
functions are defined in section IV. Simulation results are
detailed in section V.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Generally speaking, the total force generated by potential
function can be used for controller design. A common way
is to set a positive linear velocity for the robot and design an
angular controller to make the robot orientation converge to
the angle of the total force. While this method is not robust to
the disturbances in the system, therefore the first contribution
of this paper is to propose an robust i-PID controller to track
the desired velocities.
In robot motion planning problems, the potential forces
need to change smoothly to achieve good tracking performance. Moreover the original potential field approach has
some drawbacks. In Fig. 1, the direction of the total force
Stotal 1 imposed on the robot pass through the obstacle
center, thus the robot can not move away from the obstacle.
In [11] another force is introduced in the direction of the
velocity. However as seen in Fig. 2, when the direction of
the velocity passes through the obstacle center, the robot can
not avoid the obstacle. This motivates us to think whether
we can introduce a force in the direction perpendicular to the
robot direction when the robot is approaching the obstacle.
Therefore we take the orientation and the angular velocity
of the robot into consideration to propose a new potential
function, which is the second contribution of this paper.
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The objective of motion planning for mobile robots is to
control the robot following the direction of a total force θs
generated by the potential functions.
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However, if the initial condition of the robot is different with
the reference, this approach can not converge the velocity to
the reference, since the proposed controller in [16] cannot
guarantee the asymptotical convergence: ẋ → vr,x and
ẏ → vr,y . In order to ensure the convergence, an intuitive
solution is to consider the dynamics of ẍ and ÿ, and design
a controller to make ẋ and ẏ track the desired velocity vr,x
and vr,y .
For this, let us consider the following dynamics deduced
from the system model (1):


In this paper, the i-PID controller is used since it is robust
to the disturbances and noises in the system. We regard the
direction following problem as a desired velocity tracking
S
vr,y
= Sxy = tan θs , where vr,x and vr,y are
problem, since vr,x
desired velocities on x and y axis respectively, and Sx and
Sy are the component of the total force Stotal on x and y
axis respectively. Thus, if one can make the robot velocities
on x (which is equal to ẋ) and y (which is equal to ẏ) to
track vr,x and vr,y respectively, then one can ensure the robot
moving with the desired angle θs .
In fact, this new interpretation by tracking desired velocity
has an important advantage: it can take into account some
physical constraints of robots, such as maximal velocity. For
S
S
example, since vr,y = Sxy vr,x = Ks vr,x , where Ks = Sxy is
known and deduced from potential field function. If Ks ≥ 1,
v
one can set the desired velocities as vr,y = vmy , vr,x = Kmy
,
s
q 2
Ks
where vmy = vmax 1+K 2 . If Ks < 1, one can define
s
the desired velocities as vr,x = vmx , vr,y = Ks vmx , where
vmx = √vmax 2 . In both cases, we can always ensure that the
1+Ks

physical constraints are satisfied. Then the velocity tracking
problem is described in the following.
B. Robot model
Let us consider the unicycle-type mobile robot whose
kinematic model under the non-holonomic constraint of pure
rolling and no slipping can be described as follows:

 ẋ
ẏ

θ̇

=
=
=

v cos θ
v sin θ
ω

(1)

where v and ω are linear and angular velocity respectively, x
and y represent the location of the robot, θ is the orientation
of the robot with respect to x-axis.
In [16], a simple controller is obtained to track the desired
velocities vr,x and vr,y by using pseudoinversion. From (1)
we have




ẋ
ẏ

where G(θ) =

h

cos θ
sin θ
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0
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ω

(2)

i
, thus the controller proposed in

(3)

where



G̃ =

ẍ
ÿ



cos θ
sin θ

= G̃ũ

−v sin θ
v cos θ

(4)


(5)

and ũ = [v̇, ω]T being the new control input. The following
section is then devoted to using the robust i-PID controller
to achieve the tracking task.
C. i-PID controller
The i-PID controller was proposed in [17], and it exhibits
robustness to the unmodeled dynamics and disturbance in
the system [18]. Let us briefly present the basic idea of this
controller.
Generally speaking, this method locally approximates the
system model by a local model with an unknown term, and
the unknown term can be estimated by the measurements of
the input and output of the system, then a so-called i-PID
controller can be deduced to realize the control goal.
In this paper the system model (4) is approximated by
the following local model over a small time interval T =
[tk , tk+1 ], with k ∈ Z + :


ẍ
ÿ



= F (t) + α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ)ũ(t)

(6)

where α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ) is a non singular 2×2 dimensional matrix
which should be well chosen in order to achieve the control
goal. F (t) ∈ R2 represents all unknown terms including disturbances, which can be estimated by using the information
of ũ, α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ) and the output of the system.
For the above continuous local model over time T , one can
estimate F (t) by discretizing it. Denote Ts as the sampling
time period, so that at each step k = t/Ts we have


ẍk
ÿk



= Fk + α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ)ũk

(7)

then it yields
Fk =



ẍk
ÿk



− α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ)ũk

(8)

where [ẍk , ÿk ]T and ũk are measurable signals at time k. If
it assumed that Ts is small enough such that Fk−1 → Fk ,
then the i-PID controller can be designed as follows:
ũk = α−1 (x, y, ẋ, ẏ)(Fk−1 + ek )

(9)

where
ek =



v̈r,x
v̈r,y



+ Kp



ẋ − vr,x
ẏ − vr,y



+ KI

Z 

ẋ − vr,x
ẏ − vr,y

T



(10)

and Kp and KI are usual tuning gains. The determination
of α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ) and the calculation of Fk are exhaustively
discussed in [19]. Due to the limit of pages, we just recall
that Fk is calculated as
Fk =

6
T

Z

1

(2δ − 1)
0



ẋ
ẏ



dδ + 6α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ)

Z

1

(δ2 − δ)ũdδ (11)

0

where δ ∈ [0, 1]. For more details on the determination of α
and Fk , please refer to [19].
IV. P OTENTIAL

FIELD FUNCTION

A. Attractive potential function
The reference for the motion controller used above is
generated from potential field functions, let us firstly define
the attractive potential field function. Like other potential
field methods, it is defined as a function of relative distance
between the robot and the target:
Uatt (P) = Katt kPtar − P(t)k2

(12)

where P(t) and Ptar denote the positions of the robot
and the target at time t respectively, kPtar − P(t)k is the
Euclidean distance between the robot and the target, and Katt
is a positive parameter.
Therefore the desired attractive force is defined as the
negative gradient of the attractive potential function with
respect to the robot position:
Satt (P) = −∇P Uatt (P) = −

∂Uatt (P)
= −2Katt kPtar − P(t)knRT
∂P
(13)

where nRT is the unit vector pointing from the robot to the
target.
B. Repulsive potential function
Conventionally, the repulsive function is defined as a
function of relative distance between the robot and obstacles.
In this paper a new repulsive function makes fully use of
the position, velocity, orientation and angular velocity of the
robot is presented to improve the performance of obstacle
avoidance.
According to [11], the repulsive potential function of
robot position and linear velocity is considered as follows.
Define Pd (P, Pobs ) as the distance between the robot and
an obstacle, and VRO (t) = v(t)T nRO as the velocity in the
direction from the robot to the obstacle, where v(t) is the
robot velocity and nRO is a unit vector point from the robot
to the obstacle. Define amax is the maximum deceleration
of the robot, thus the distance traveled by the robot before
V2
VRO reduces to 0 is Pm (VRO ) = 2aRO
. Then the repulsive
max
potential function is defined as
Urep (P, v) =

0, if Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm ≥ p0 or VRO ≤ 0





1
1

 Kpv Pd (P,Pobs )−Pm − p0 ,

if 0 < Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm < p0 and VRO > 0

(14)

where p0 is the influence range of the obstacle, and Kpv is
a positive constant.
However one can notice in (14) that if VRO (t) changes
from positive to negative in one step, this will introduce a
sudden change in the value of repulsive potential function
Urep (P, v). When considering the repulsive force, i.e. the
derivative of this repulsive potential, it will result in frequent
oscillations in complex environment, which is not expected
for controller design. To overcome this problem, we multiply
the original repulsive potential function by cos θd , where
θd = kθ − θRO k, and θ is the orientation of the robot, θRO
is the angle of the vector nRO . The new Urep (P, v) is as
follows:
Urep (P, v) =

0, if Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm ≥ p0 or VRO ≤ 0





Kpv P (P,P 1 )−P − p1 cos θd ,


m
0
d
obs

if 0 < Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm < p0 and VRO > 0

(15)

which guarantees the repulsive potential function reduce to
zero smoothly while VRO (t) becomes negative. Moreover a
new repulsive potential function based on robot orientation
and angular velocity is presented in the following to improve
the performance of obstacle avoidance.
Let us define that if a maximum deceleration βmax is
applied to the robot to reduce its angular velocity, the angle
traveled by the robot before angular velocity w(t) reduces
to zero is:
2
θ(ω) =

ω(t)
2βmax

(16)

Then the repulsive potential function of robot orientation and
angular velocity is defined as follows:
Urep (θ, ω) =

0, if VRO < 0 or Pd > pθ or θd > θ0







 (−Kθ1 (θd − θ(ω))2 + Kθ2 )2 (pθ − Pd (P, Pobs ))2 (θ0 − θd )2 ,
if VRO > 0 and Pd ≤ pθ and θ(ω) < θd ≤ θ0




2


2

θ0 − θd 2 ,

 Kθ2 pθ − Pd (P, Pobs )
if VRO > 0 and Pd < pθ and θd < θ(ω)

(17)

where pθ is a positive constant describing the influence range
of obstacle on Urep (θ, ω), and pθ > p0 , θ0 is the influence
angle, Kθ1 and Kθ2 are positive constants. As shown in Fig.
3, the direction of v1 (t) is out of the influence angle θ0 , thus
Urep (θ, ω) = 0. In the second case, the direction of v2 (t)
is in the influence angle θ0 but out of the range of θ(ω),
the potential function is of paraboloidal profile. In the last
case, the direction of v3 (t) is inside angle θ(ω), the potential
function is defined as the maximum value of the parabola.
2
One can notice that in (17), pθ − Pd (P, Pobs ) makes
the value of Urep (θ, ω) change smoothly when robot reaches
2
and leaves the influence range of the obstacle, and θ0 −θd
makes the value of Urep (θ, ω) change smoothly when θd
reaches and exceeds the influence angle. The smooth change
of Uatt (θ, ω) is very beneficial for tracking.
The new repulsive potential function is defined as
Urep = Urep (P, v) + Urep (θ, ω)

(18)

vector nθRO⊥ . Thus we have
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(29)

Pd (P, Pobs )

However one can notice that when θ > θRO , nθRO⊥ =
−nRO⊥ , and when θ ≤ θRO , nθRO⊥ = nRO⊥ , thus one
can obtain that
n

r


*VRO nRO
nRO
*
i
θRO

]b

Robot
P(t)

M

(28)

Pd (P, Pobs )

If θ ≤ θRO , we have

Different cases of Urep (θ, ω)

6

(27)

If θ > θRO , we obtain

θ(ω)

b

Robot
P(t)

VRO⊥ (t)nRO⊥

(26)

Therefore
v3 (t)

Fig. 3.

nθRO⊥
Pd (P, Pobs )

∇ P θd =

RO⊥

(30)

Pd (P, Pobs )

Therefore we have
Srep (P, v) =

0, if Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm ≥ p0 or VRO ≤ 0



x
-

Vectors for defining repulsive force

(31)


 Srep1 + Srep2 ,
if 0 < Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm < p0 and VRO > 0

where
Thus the corresponding repulsive force Srep is defined as
the negative gradient of the repulsive potential function with
respect to robot position and velocity. Since ∇v U (θ, ω) = 0,
we have
Srep = Srep (P, v) + Srep (θ, ω)
= −∇P Urep (P, v) − ∇v Urep (P, v) − ∇P Urep (θ, ω)

T

(20)

then the gradients of VRO (t) with respect to velocity and
position are calculated as
∇v VRO (t) = nRO

(21)

VRO (t)nRO − v(t)
∇P VRO (t) =
kPobs − P(t)k

(22)

For clarity, as shown in Fig. 4, denote VRO⊥ (t)nRO⊥ as the
velocity component perpendicular to VRO (t)nRO , which is
given in the following equation:
VRO⊥ (t)nRO⊥ = v(t) − VRO (t)nRO

q

v(t)2 − VRO (t)2

nT
RO⊥ nRO = 0

−VRO⊥ nRO⊥
kPobs − P(t)k

Denote nθRO⊥ as the unit vector perpendicular to nRO , and
θRO − θRO⊥ = π/2, where θRO⊥ is the argument of unit



nRO

Srep (θ, ω) =


 0, if VRO < 0 or Pd (P, Pobs ) > pθ or θd > θ0




 Srep3 + Srep4

if VRO > 0 and Pd (P, Pobs ) ≤ pθ and θ(ω) < θd ≤ θ0







 Srep5 + Srep6 ,
if VRO > 0 and Pd (P, Pobs ) < pθ and θd < θ(ω)

where

Srep3 = −2M 2 H(θ0 − θd )2 nRO
Srep4

and

where

(25)

VRO
amax

(32)

We also have

nRO⊥
= 4Kθ1 MH 2 (θd − θ(ω))(θ0 − θd )2
Pd (P, Pobs )
nRO⊥
+ 2M 2 H 2 (θ0 − θd )
Pd (P, Pobs )
2
Srep5 = −2Kθ2
H(θ0 − θd )2 nRO
2
Srep6 = 2Kθ2
H 2 (θ0 − θd )

(24)

1+

Kpv VRO VRO⊥ cos θd
nRO⊥
amax Pd (P, Pobs )(Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm )2


(33)
1
1
nRO⊥
+ Kpv sin θd
−
Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm
p0 Pd (P, Pobs )

(23)

thus equation (22) can be written as
∇P VRO (t) =



Srep2 =

where
VRO⊥ (t) =

−Kpv cos θd
(Pd (P, Pobs ) − Pm )2

and

(19)

The robot velocity in the direction from the robot to the
obstacle VRO can be written as
VRO (t) = v(t) nRO
Pobs − P(t)
= v(t)T
kPobs − P(t)k

Srep1 =

M = −Kθ1 (θd − θ(ω))2 + Kθ2

nRO⊥
Pd (P, Pobs )

and

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)
(38)

H = pθ − Pd (P, Pobs ).

The relationship among the repulsive reference velocity
components is shown in Fig. 5. The repulsive forces Srep1 ,
Srep3 and Srep5 are in the opposite direction of nRO , which
keep the robot away from obstacles. The repulsive forces
Srep2 , Srep4 and Srep6 are in the direction of nRO⊥ , which
drive the robot for detouring. One can see that because of the
new repulsive function Urep (θ, ω), another force is generated
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Fig. 6. Situation with the connection between the robot and the target and
the robot velocity pass through the center of the obstacle

to repulse the robot away from the obstacle, shown as the
red arrow in Fig. 5. When there are multiple obstacles, the
repulsive force can be calculated by
Srep =

n
obs
X

Srep,j

j=1

where nobs is the number of obstacles in the sensor, and
Srep,j is the repulsive force generated by the j th obstacle.
The total force can be obtained by
Stotal = Satt + Srep

(39)

and the total force Stotal is used for motion planning.
V. S IMULATION

RESULTS

In the simulation, parameters are set as follows: maximum
linear acceleration amax = 2.0 m/s2 , maximum angular
acceleration βmax = 1.0 rad/s, obstacle influence range
for Urep (P, v) : p0 = 0.3 m, obstacle influence range for
Urep (θ, ω) : pθ = 0.6 m, time window T = 3 s, influence
angle θ0 = π/4. Kp = 50, KI = 100, Katt = 0.04,
Kpv = 0.8 and Kθ1 = Kθ2 = 0.8,
h
i
sgn(cos θ) −sgn(sin θ)
α(x, y, ẋ, ẏ) = sgn(sin θ) sgn(cos θ)
,
where sgn(σ) is the sign function which extracts the sign.
The first simulation is made in which the connection
between the robot and the target and the robot velocity pass
through the center of the obstacle. As we can see in Fig.
6, with the classical potential function defined in [11], the
robot stops in front of the obstacle. However with our new
potential function, the robot manages to avoid the obstacle
and arrive the target.

Fig. 9.

Velocity tracking in X and Y direction with original Srep (P, v)

The second simulation is made using the original repulsive
function of [11] in comparison with our new repulsive
function. Although the robot is able to avoid obstacles (Fig.
7), there are many unexpected oscillations in the generated
repulsive force (Fig. 8), which eventually result in oscillations in the generated references (Fig. 9), this is detrimental
for velocity tracking. And one can see that there are also
many oscillations in the generated controls (Fig. 10).
The last simulation is shown from Fig. 11 to Fig. 14, where
both new repulsive forces Srep (θ, ω) and Srep (P, v) are
imposed on the robot to avoid obstacles. The robot trajectory
is shown in Fig. 11, the forces generated by the potential
field function are shown in Fig. 12, and we can see that the
forces change smoothly without sudden changes. Velocity
tracking results are shown in Fig. 13, it is clear that reference
velocities also change smoothly, the controller is able to track
the velocity references. The control inputs calculated by the
i-PID controller are shown in Fig. 14. One can see that with
both repulsive forces Srep (θ, ω) and Srep (P, v), the robot is

Fig. 10. Linear velocity control and angular velocity control with original
Srep (P, v)
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Fig. 14. Linear velocity control and angular velocity control with both
Srep (θ, ω) and Srep (P, v)
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Fig. 12. Repulsive force Srep (P, v) and Srep (θ, ω) with both Srep (θ, ω)
and Srep (P, v)

able to avoid all the obstacles and keep a predefined distance
from obstacles, and there is no oscillations in repulsive forces
and input controls.
A 3D simulation made by using ROS (Robot Operating
System) and an implementation in a real robot are in the
attached video.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a motion planning approach for nonholonomic mobile robots using the i-PID controller and a
new potential field method. The i-PID controller is determined to track the desired velocity, and the desired velocity
is obtained from the new potential field function. The new
potential field function, which takes into account the robot
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of obstacle avoidance and can produce smooth repulsive
force to avoid oscillations in complex environment.

Fig. 13. Velocity tracking in X and Y direction with both Srep (θ, ω) and
Srep (P, v)
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